Brown Hart Gardens

Proposals for feedback

Vision & design approach
Vision
Grosvenor’s vision for the Deck is to create
a beautiful and ﬂexible amenity space
that offers opportunities and beneﬁts for
residents, workers and visitors to the area.
Aims
Brown Hart Gardens Deck has a historical
precedent as an amenity and garden space.
Our aim is to conserve the heritage qualities
and sense of ambiance of the Deck, whilst
bringing them up to modern standards
expected of such spaces today.
Signiﬁcant ﬁnancial commitment is necessary
to improve, manage, maintain and keep the
Deck in good repair. Our aim is also to create
opportunities for the Deck to be improved
and become economically self-sufﬁcient to
help meet these high costs and ensure that
the problems that affected the Deck in the
past do not return to adversely affect its
future.

Speciﬁc objectives include:
• To design and implement an improvement
scheme for the Deck at Brown Hart
Gardens, which incorporates provision for
light café use and enables the Deck to be
used ﬂexibly.
• To ensure that design concepts for the Deck
are evolved through public engagement
and a participatory approach; helping
the local community and stakeholder
considerations to be incorporated
and addressed as far as possible
within technical constraints, required
modiﬁcations and funding parameters.

Approach
Over a six month period (June-December
2010), Grosvenor and its design team
took part in an extensive consultation
and engagement initiative with the local
community and stakeholders facilitated by
Publica. Whilst open about its aspirations,
and the need to create opportunities to
generate revenue from the Deck to fund
the signiﬁcant improvement, maintenance
and management costs, Grosvenor wished
to involve the local community and
stakeholders in developing a scheme for the
Deck’s improvement.
This process helped identify key issues and
opportunities, and a set of ‘components’
that were important for the Design team
to consider. A set of design principles also
emerged from the process.
These were then drawn together by
Grosvenor into a set of detailed Design
Considerations to guide the Design team in
preparing a detailed Scheme proposal.

Design Considerations
[1] Brown Hart Gardens is an amenity
space used by local people, those working
in the area, and visitors to the area. Its
future needs to be considered in that
context. Proposals should be respectful of
and sensitive to the issues, concerns and
opportunities voiced by local people.
[2] Any design should seek to improve the
Deck to enable it to meet the needs and
expectations associated with a modern
amenity space, including improving its
accessibility and addressing its current range
of technical challenges and considerations.
[3] Improving and enhancing the space
should seek to ensure that the space retains
its characteristics and qualities as a “hidden
gem” though with the capacity to serve an
appropriate audience whilst retaining its
overall tranquil atmosphere.
[4] The Deck should be ﬂexible in character,
able to accommodate a range of appropriate
activities or uses that facilitate its use by
local residents, visitors and workers in the
area.

[5] The costs of reopening and maintaining
the Deck, and bringing it up to modern
standards and expectations associated
with an amenity space are signiﬁcant. The
Deck should be able to generate income to
help address these ﬁnancial commitments,
through having capacity to accommodate
revenue-generating events as well as cultural
and community events and activities.

[9] Brown Hart Gardens is an important
structure of high heritage value, and its
conservation should be a fundamental
principle of any design proposal.
[10] The Deck’s historical precedent and
function as an amenity gardens space should
be a key aspect of considerations for its
improvement and enhancement.

[6] The proposals for the Deck should tiein with the surrounding street uses and
environment, as well as between the Deck
and the proposed hotel at 8 Balderton Street
(Avis Building).
[7] The Deck, and the activities upon it,
should be subject to a comprehensive
Operational Management Statement that
is sensitive to the residential and business
community that surrounds it.
[8] Proposals for the Deck should not
adversely affect the overall structure’s ability
to function as an electricity substation.
BROWN HART GARDENS AS IT LOOKS TODAY
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Design proposal

Proposal Key
1 Deck resurfaced with Villebois French Limestone. The Villebois is a high quality
grey / creamy coloured stone surfacing that will reduce the existing problem with
glare from the sun. It is a durable material that will be able to withstand movement
of the planters and any event related activity
2 Movable containers planted with shrubs and seasonal herbaceous planting. They
can be locked into place to avoid random movement, or can be moved, to allowing
accommodate a range of different events
3 Movable seating offering ﬂexible layouts. Each seat matches the size and design of
the movable planters
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6 Litter Bins. Pairs of units are provided at regular points throughout the Deck with
options for standard litter and recycling units
7 Proposed café pavilion
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5 Semi-mature trees within raised planters provide a degree of screening along the
Deck perimeter, and also contribute to the greening of the wider environs of Brown
Hart Gardens
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4 Fixed bench seating along the Deck perimeter. These seats have built-in low level
lighting to provide an illuminated walkway along the Deck at night
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8 Lift to assist those with restricted mobility to gain access onto the Deck and to
improve access for maintenance and events related equipment
9 Opportunity for high quality public art

Brown Hart Gardens

10 Shallow pool constructed within existing stonework to create a water feature on
the Deck
11 New stairway up to the Deck. Alternative spaces will be provided in the area to
compensate for the loss of 4 Pay & Display car parking spaces
12 Existing stairways retained and upgraded to ensure compliance with the
requirements of Statutory Building Regulations

Conceptual Approach
• Access via four existing stairways retained with a new stairway added on the northern
elevation to provide visitors with easy access to the Deck and to ensure accessibility to
those with disabilities

13 Pavement at street level resurfaced with Yorkstone paving to complement
surrounding public realm improvements
14 Existing UK Power access point into pavilion retained with a vehicle parking pad
provided on the footway

• Planting and seating along the sides of the Deck to enhance the existing character
• Café located on the west side of the Deck
• A ‘ﬂexible garden environment’ located in the central area of the Deck
• Subtle focal feature placed on the northern elevation to link the Deck to street level
activity. New lift access located here, to assist those with restricted mobility

DIAGRAM SHOWING OF OVERVIEW OF USES

• Car parking and footway adjusted along the northern elevation to accommodate
additional features and improve pedestrian access onto the Deck

15 Four existing Pay & Display / residential car parking spaces retained along existing
kerb line arrangement
16 Three existing Pay & Display / residential car parking spaces retained as a vehicle
parking bay located on the footway.
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A flexible approach
A key component of the overall design is the
ability for the seats and plants in the centre of
the Deck to be moved. The design encompasses
ﬂexibility to allow a number of different
arrangements to be achieved on the Deck,
depending on the event or activity taking place.
The scope of the adjustment will depend on the
event type, the amount of space it requires and
the volume of people attending. Along with a
coordinated management plan, this ﬂexibility
can allow the Deck’s function to be adapted in
an efﬁcient and safe manner.

Furniture items fixed to the Deck

A key part of this strategy is that the movable
units follow clear guidelines. This will ensure
that:

Furniture items that can be moved on the Deck

Key
Trees in Fixed Planters

Fixed Seating

Fixed Litter Bins

• The space retains a sense of structure and
order;
• Objects are not placed haphazardly and
chaotically which would be detrimental to the
Deck’s appearance and functionality;
• Fixtures and ﬁttings are not damaged;

Key
Movable Seating (12 units)

• The space is adapted as efﬁciently as possible;
• The space can still be used by visitors either
during the adjustment period or after.
The ﬂexibility in this approach allows for
numerous layouts to be achieved either for the
daily operation of the Deck or for particular
organised activities or events.

Movable Planting (38 units)

Potential configurations
ALL UNITS MOVED TO THE END OF THE
DECK TO CREATE A LARGE OPEN SPACE
IN THE CENTRE & PERIMETER

The diagrams opposite illustrate a range of
options for different types of use including
maximising the area available for an event by
relocating the movable units to the sides of the
deck.

SPACE ARRANGED FOR CLASSES,
TALKS, LECTURES PERFORMANCES OR
PRESENTATIONS

A key element of the design is formality and
symmetry. To avoid planters and seats being
positioned in random locations, a series of
brass strips will be inlaid ﬂush into the paving
to act as guides. The units will be moved using
the mechanical assistance of a pallet lifter.

UNITS CLUSTERED IN A MORE FORMAL
ARRANGEMENT

A MORE PLAYFUL ARRANGEMENT.
DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS WILL BE
TESTED AND MONITORED TO DETERMINE
PUBLIC REACTION AND THE LEVEL OF
SUCCESS
MECHANICAL PALLET LIFTER, USED TO MOVE SEATING AND PLANTER UNITS
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Furniture
The proposed furniture elements includes
planters and seats, both ﬁxed and movable.
These units are designed to be all of the same
‘family’, complementing materials proposed
for the new cafe as well as being in keeping
with the character of the existing Deck.
Fixed planters and seating are located on the
perimeter of the Deck.
Moveable planters and seating are located in
the centre of the Deck. They can be moved
manually with a ‘pallet lifter’ to create a
number of different conﬁgurations.

BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF DECK PROPOSAL WITH FURNITURE AND PLANTING

MOVABLE PLANTER PLAN

MOVABLE PLANTER
END ELEVATION

MOVABLE PLANTER
HORIZONTAL SECTION

MOVABLE PLANTER
SIDE ELEVATION

MOVABLE PLANTER
VERTICAL SECTION

1
MOVABLE SEAT PLAN

MOVABLE SEAT
HORIZONTAL SECTION

2

MOVABLE SEAT
END ELEVATION

MOVABLE SEAT
SIDE ELEVATION

MOVABLE SEAT
VERTICAL SECTION

SECTION THROUGH THE PROPOSAL LOOKING WEST

1 FIXED PLANTER TO SUPPORT SEMI-MATURE
TREE PLANTING
VISUALISATION OF MOVABLE PLANTER AND SEAT

2 FIXED BENCH SEATING WITH IN-BUILT LOWLEVEL LIGHTING TO ILLUMINATE WALKWAYS
ON THE DECK
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Surfacing & planting
Hard landscape
A common complaint of the existing concrete
ﬂag surface on the Deck is its poor quality
and reﬂective nature, which due to the
exposed nature of the site can create issues
with glare. The strategy for re-surfacing the
Deck relies on several key factors:
Simplicity
The proposed paving for the Deck is simple
and reﬁned, so that is does not compete with
the existing features of the Deck or the new
interventions.
High Quality
French limestone is the proposed material for
the resurfacing of the deck. This durable, high
quality stone will match well with the existing
architectural elements of the deck i.e. the
pavilions and balustrades.

VILLEBOIS LIMESTONE:
FLAMED FINISH TO BE USED
ACROSS DECK SURFACE

VILLEBOIS LIMESTONE:
HONED FINISH TO BE USED WITHIN
CAFE FLOORING

Durability
The Deck will become a more active space
with a greater demand on its surface. It needs
to be robust to withstand greater footfall and
structure / equipment from any organised
activities or events on the surface.
Function
A consistency is required over the deck so
that the same material is used both inside and
outside the Cafe with appropriate ﬁnishes to
ensure acceptable slip resistance.
PAVING STUDIES EXPLORING THE USE OF LINEAR PLANKS OF STONE TO
EXPRESS THE LINEARITY OF THE DESIGN PROPOSAL AND THE MOVABLE
PLANTER STRATEGY.

Soft landscape
The trees proposed for the planters along the
Deck edges will be Liquidambar styraciﬂua
(Sweetgum). The trees will provide stunning
bursts of colour in autumn, when they
change from green to deep reds. This will
create a strong feature on the Deck and a
welcome display of colour contrast against
the limestone paving and Portland Stone
architectecture.
Planting within the movable planters will
consist of a variety of low to medium size
shrubs and herbaceous plants. Species will
include a mixture of herbs, perennials and
evergreens to ensure year round growth; they
will be selected to emphasise colour, scent
and texture.

CONCEPT

The ability to move the planters around
the Deck and organise them in different
conﬁgurations allows for a variety of planting
combinations.

PROPOSAL
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Improving access
The existing stairways to the Deck are very
steep and can be difﬁcult for the mobility
impaired, elderly or younger people to use.
Access to the Deck needs to be improved so
that the Deck is as inclusive as possible for a
range of users.
A new fully accessible stair and glazed
platform lift are proposed to the north of
the Deck. The proposal provides a stair fully
compliant with current standards.
The proposal brings the stair and lift arrival
points together onto one landing, providing
a central entrance to the Deck through the
alteration of an existing stone seat.

Proposed access onto the Deck
lift access from
street level to Deck

Existing
stairs

new stair

central
open
entrance
space

Existing
stairs

Introduction of a lift

Current access onto the Deck

SOME OF THE STAIRS DO NOT HAVE
HANDRAILS

AN EXISTING LAMP-POST REDUCES THE
WIDTH OF THE ACCESS ROUTE

VIEW OF EXISTING STAIR CONDITIONS

HANDRAILS ARE TOO CLOSE TO THE
WALL MAKING GRIPPING DIFFICULT

RUBBISH ON THE APPROACH BLOCKS
THE ACCESS ROUTE

EXAMPLES OF GLAZED LIFTS IN HISTORIC SETTINGS

ELEVATION OF THE NEW STAIR

SECTION SHOWING PROPOSED LIFT ACCESS
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Water feature & public art
Water feature
A water feature is proposed on the south side
of the Deck in response to the removal of the
existing fountain from the centre of the Deck.
A shallow pool of water will sit on top of the
parapet of the existing central seat. Water will
gently fall down the elevation of the parapet
into a trough which replaces the timber seats.
The proposed water feature will ensure that
there continues to be a calm and relaxing
atmosphere on the deck.
The proposal seeks to address the required
removal of the existing fountain (believed
to be a replica of the original), and which
has been inoperable for many years. Water
features in the middle of the Deck are not
compatible with the power supply plant below
the Deck.

EXAMPLE OF A REFLECTIVE POOL

‘SILENCE’ FOUNTAIN, MOUNT STREET, MAYFAIR (recently completed)

EXAMPLE OF WATER FEATURE

EXAMPLE OF A RAISED REFLECTIVE POOL

SKETCH OF PROPOSED WATER FEATURE

Public art
The space below the new access to the Deck
provides an opportunity for a piece of public
art, providing an interesting elevation to the
new Deck access. This could possibly take
the form of a series of interchangeable 2D
artworks, static graphics and multimedia or
projections
‘LINES OF COMMUNICATION’, PUBLIC ART IN SPITALFIELDS

THE PUBLIC ART WILL REFLECT THE MECHANICAL WORKINGS OF THE
SUBSTATION LOCATED UNDER THE DECK (IMAGE: HEATH ROBINSON)

